Stepworks Band Program
7+ Day Band (green)
Each facility will have a set amount of 7+ day bands. The bands will be micro bands featuring the
text “7+” and be passed on from client to client. Upon a client’s 15th day at Stepworks, they will be
awarded one of the green 7+ bands to reward them for their progress. Along with the band, they will
receive a handwritten letter from a client who wore the band previously and has been awarded their
graduate band. The written-letter is meant to offer encouragement to the client to complete the
duration of their treatment.
Graduate Band (white)
The graduate band is awarded to a client at their coining ceremony upon graduation of the
Stepworks program. The band will feature the Stepworks logo and the word “Graduate” on the band.
The only way that you can be awarded a graduate band is to graduate the program—it is an
exclusive club of alumni only. The client will also turn in their 7+ Day band to receive the graduate
band.
Honor Band (purple)
Each facility will have two honor bands which are awarded to clients for various acts of good
behavior (e.g. two weeks with no sanctions, a random act of kindness towards another client,
helpfulness with staff). The staff will award the clients who demonstrate a good behavior with the
honor band for a 24-hour period. During the time that the client wears the band, the client may
choose from a variety of incentives offered by the staff (e.g. fast-food meal, iTunes gift card, release
from assigned chore, etc.). Once the incentive is redeemed, the honor band shall be returned to
staff.
How to Order Bands
To reorder any of the bands, facility administrators will need to contact the vendor, Wristband
Warehouse, and request a reorder using the following information:
Telephone Number: 800-419-0428
Job/Quote Number: 356583
Administrators will need to verify which bands they need, the quantity needed, and the shipping and
email addresses.

